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MOBILE WORKSHOP SET MW1000 SET (203802) BY FESTOOL

The mobile workshop is easy to use and easy to transport,

thanks to its ergonomic design and low weight. In just a few

steps, the compact unit assembles to become a stable work

station with direct access to your tools. It's flexible worktop

can be extended for use with larger workpieces. Outstanding

transportation up and down steps thanks to the large wheels,

which are fully rubber lined and shock resistant. The table is

slotted down the back of the trolley for easy transportation. It

has foldaway legs which can be unfolded and its immediately

ready for use. Stable worktop comprising perforated top and

aluminium profile offers flexible clamping and attachment

options.

Features: 

Large, rubber lined, shock resistant wheels make

transportation easy, even up and down steps.

Stable worktop, comprising of perforated top and aluminium

profile, offers flexible clamping and attachment options.

Handle with adjustable angle, sliding surfaces and recessed

grip on the pan for easy loading into a vehicle by just one

person.

If the worktop area is not large enough, it can be easily

extended to accommodate large workpieces by adding a side

extension table.

Safely store your power tools, hand tools, accessories and

consumables for mobile working on the construction site.

Compact dimensions and effortless assembly and

disassembly make the MW 1000 easy to use.

Technical Specifications:

Table Dimensions (mm): 445 mm x 636 mm

Height (mm): 1076 mm

Load Capacity (kg): 100 kg

Work Height (mm): 900 mm

Length (mm): 641 mm

Width (mm): 600 mm

Roller Diameter (mm): 200 mm

Weight (kg): 19 kg

Drawer Load Capacity (kg): 20 kg

SKU Option Part # Price

5008572 203802 $1595

Model

Type Mobile Workshop Set

SKU 5008572

Part Number 203802

Barcode 4014549315835

Brand Festool

Technical - Main

Capacity 100kg

Dimensions

Product Length 641 mm

Product Width 600 mm

Product Height 1076 mm

Packaging + Shipping

Shipping Weight (Gross) 19.0 kg
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